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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.



Atomic time at the PLC

For your production flow you're always in need of an exact time? No problem, connect
the SPS-Clock with 4 digital in-/outputs of your PLC, after synchronisation of the
SPS-Clock the updating time can be read in a DB of the PLC.

Communication with Win98 – XP/Vista/7/8/10/11 via USB to S5-PLC

You still have a PC with Win98 and Step5-package and would like to go Online on your
S5-PLC via USB? No problem, the provided virtual Com-Port PLCVCom emulates a
COM-port on your PC with which you go Online. With a patchtool for the Siemens
Step5-software, which is provided as well, nothing else stands in your way to
communicate via LAN.



Sending ASCII-data to a PC

Your car park or control sends the configuration/capacity utilisation to a PC with a
modem, so that the data can be used for further processing.

S7-CP-replacement (without LAN-CP to the PLC-device)

Do you have a S7-PLC-device without CP243-1, CP343-1 or CP443-1 and would like to
connect via LAN? Then plug the S7-LAN on the PLC-device and your access via
RFC1006 is ready for use.



Detect and alarm Profinet burglary

Detection and logging of unauthorized access in the defined Profinet
 Attempted break-ins and access to the network are recognized immediately and e.g.
reported by email
 Logging of all accesses in the network for historical processing
 Possible data-storage USB-stick or FTP-server via USB-network-stick.

Galvanic coupling to the S5-PLC (CPU-assemblies 15pin)

S5-PLC-communication, high-quality PC and fear of interfaces, unsure whether the PLC
is grounded or the PLC is in an unsafe environment. Galvanic-separation is the most
practical solution. "PG-ISO-Set" (PG-UNI-cable + PG-ISO-adapter) galvanically
separates the coupling to the connected S5-PLC, offers protection of the PCs up to a
voltage difference of 1000V. 
 If galvanic-isolation is not required, remove the PG-ISO-adapter and use the
PG-UNI-cable like a standard S5-interface-cable.
 No external supply necessary, function on 15-pin PG-interfaces. Earth objects between
the PC and the S5-PLC are separated.


